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Euler diagrams are an accessible and effective visualisation of data involving simple set-
theoretic relationships. Sets are represented by closed curves in the plane and often
have wellformedness conditions placed on them in order to enhance comprehensibility.
The theoretical underpinning for tool support has usually focussed on the problem of
generating an Euler diagram from an abstract model. However, the problem of eﬃcient
computation of the abstract model from the concrete diagram has not been addressed
before, despite this computation being a necessity for computer interpretations of user
drawn diagrams. This may be used, together with automated manipulations of the abstract
model, for purposes such as semantic information presentation or diagrammatic theorem
proving. Furthermore, in interactive settings, the user may update diagrams “on-line”
by adding and removing curves, for example, in which case a system requirement is
the update of the abstract model (without the necessity of recomputation of the entire
abstract model). We deﬁne the notion of marked Euler diagrams, together with a method
for associating marked points on the diagram with regions in the plane. Utilising these,
we provide on-line algorithms which quickly compute the abstract model of a weakly
reducible wellformed Euler diagram (constructible as a sequence of additions or removals
of curves, keeping a wellformed diagram at each step), and quickly updates both the set
of curves in the plane as well as the abstract model according to the on-line operations.
Eﬃciency is demonstrated by comparison with a common, naive algorithm. Furthermore,
the methodology enables a straightforward implementation which has subsequently been
realised as an application for the user classiﬁcation domain.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Euler diagrams are a simple, yet effective, means of diagrammatically representing set-theoretic relationships. Their
simplicity enhances their applicability for certain classes of data visualisation tasks. They are thought to be an effective
representation since the properties of the spatial and domain relationships match, and this gives rise to free rides which
are extra inferences that the reader obtains without additional cognitive overhead, due to the effectiveness of the repre-
sentation [22,36]. Notations based on them have been used in applications such as ﬁle-system representation [7–9], genetic
set relations visualisation [29–32] and for displaying database query results [41,42]. Another major application area of Euler
diagrams is as the basis of many diagrammatic logical reasoning systems [17,18,23,25,27,37] which can be used for formal
software speciﬁcation and reasoning [28,26], for instance.
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plane) and the abstract model (which encapsulates the essential information, as pertaining to the semantics of the diagram,
for example). A concrete model for an Euler diagrams, which will be called a concrete Euler diagram, consists of a set of
distinguished curves in the plane together with the set of zones that the curves deﬁne: these are regions that are inside a
set of curves and outside the rest of the curves in the diagram, and they represent a set intersection. An abstract model for
an Euler diagram consists of a set of labels (referred to as abstract curves) corresponding to the concrete curves, together
with a set of abstract zones which are subsets of the label set, corresponding to the concrete zones; the abstract zone set
may be referred to as an abstract description of the diagram.
Within computer applications that are used to manipulate Euler-based diagrams, computations are often performed at
the abstract level. For example, the speciﬁcation of the semantics of a diagram is computed from the abstract model,
and recognition of properties such as nesting enables the automatic presentation of associated set-theoretic statements
to be made in a more human readable form [21]. Also, diagrammatic logic reasoning systems tend to be built at the
abstract level, with diagrammatic inference rules being syntactic transformations of the abstract model that correspond to
logical inference. A proof within a diagrammatic logic can be viewed a sequence of abstract diagrams in which consecutive
diagrams differ by the application of a diagrammatic inference rule; automated theorem provers have been developed to
search for shortest proofs, for instance [38]. The concept of viewing Euler-based diagrams as a sequence of curve additions,
termed building sequences, was considered in [16,17] and a similar idea, using animations in metric space proofs in [43,44];
this was useful since a lack of natural ordering causes interpretation diﬃculties when symbols representing quantiﬁers are
involved. Furthermore, if the diagrams are being used for set-based information visualisation purposes, then changes in data
over time, or as a result of some transformation, can also correspond to a sequence of abstract diagrams with appropriate
transformations of the abstract model reﬂecting the data changes; note that in the information visualisation context the
transformations of diagrams is likely to be more general than in the diagrammatic logical setting.
In contrast, the users of any related computer applications would not expect to be faced with abstract models but would
expect to see a concrete model. For example, the presentation of a shortest proof in a diagrammatic logic system should be
a sequence of concrete diagrams; to produce such a sequence the system may apply a generation algorithm (see below) to
each abstract model giving rise to a sequence of concrete diagrams. However, this does not tie together subsequent diagrams
within the proof and we would like to preserve the user’s mental map and not generate wildly different diagram layouts
using a normal generation technique, for instance. Even more diﬃculties arise in an interactive setting. For example, in
interactive diagrammatic theorem proving environments a user would expect to construct, or be presented with, concrete
diagrams and be able to apply graphical rules such as add or remove curve and be given feedback as to their applicability,
and if applicable to produce the output as a concrete diagram. In diagrammatic interfaces such as those developed for
resource management purposes, the user would expect to be able to construct concrete diagrams and classify resources by
mechanisms such as drag and drop.
Within such applications that require the user to update or input data, the ability of the system to quickly compute the
abstract zone set forms an essential part for the production of effective software. Furthermore the ability to update this
information on-line, viewing a diagram as a sequence of contour additions and removals, and keeping track of the abstract
model under curve addition or removal would save the system from the complete recalculation of the abstract model at
each interactive stage of diagram construction, for instance.
One major problem that has been tackled is the diagram generation problem: given an abstract description of the dia-
gram, automatically generate a concrete Euler diagram which has exactly the correct set of zones. A solution to the Euler
diagram generation problem was presented in [19,20], under a particular set of wellformedness conditions (topological and
geometric conditions imposed on the diagrams in order to assist in human understanding of the diagrams). In [3], using
a slightly less strict set of wellformedness conditions, it was shown that the generation problem is NP-complete. Imposing
such wellformedness conditions does restrict the class of diagrams that can be drawn, and in [42] it was shown that ev-
ery abstract diagram with less than 9 curves can be realised by a concrete diagram using an extension of Euler diagrams
(ones that can contain “holes”). In [34], a method for generating a union of regions with holes as a concrete diagram for
any abstract description of a diagram was provided. Binary topological relations between regions with holes, which have
applications in spatial GIS queries, were investigated in [12–14], but their generation was not considered. A complete classi-
ﬁcation invariant for binary topological relations between two homogeneously 2-dimensional disks in the plane is deﬁned,
extending an earlier model, called the 4-intersection, for binary topological relations based on the intersections and interi-
ors of two point sets in a topological space. An algorithm is provided that minimises the number of individual topological
relations necessary to describe a conﬁguration completely.
However, little work has been performed in the opposite direction: quickly computing the abstract diagram from a
concrete diagram. In [39,40], models of Euler diagrams based on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) were used and manipulated.
Working with the entire DAG is computationally taxing since a DAG effectively stores the set of all zonal regions; zonal
regions are regions describable as inside a set of curves and outside a disjoint set of curves where the union of these two
sets is not necessarily a partition of the curve set of the diagram (if the union is a partition then the region is called a zone).
In fact, the rest of the DAG can be reconstructed from the leaves which are the set of zones in the usual Euler diagram
model (see Section 2, or [19,27] for more details). In [5] the problem was approached by using Java area operations which
are platform dependent.
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portional to the size of the set intersection they represent. A new approach to the generation problem, and even the area
proportional generation problem, could be to quickly automatically generate a diagram using standard geometric shapes
such and circles or ellipses and then quickly check whether the zone set is correct. If not, either the re-generation of
another diagram could be performed, or the result could be taken as an approximate solution if the application area al-
lowed this option (approximate solutions to the generation problem based on evolutionary techniques are used in [29] for
example).
In this paper, we take a new approach to zone (or region) identiﬁcation which is based on marking a set of points on
the curves to encode the zone information and being able to compute intersections of curves quickly. One way to view
this would be that we consider a new domain speciﬁc data structure which consists of the set of curves of a concrete
diagram together with a set of marked points which are in bijective correspondence with the set of zones, as well as the
abstract zone set. From a concrete diagram we can compute the marked point set and use this to compute the abstract
zone set. However, we also enable the on-line computation of the abstract zone set when the concrete diagram is altered
by the addition or removal of a curve which saves the computation of the whole abstract zone set; this is especially useful
in interactive editing environments. The applications of this work are widespread, since it can be utilised in any software
systems that utilise Euler diagrams or their extensions.
In more detail, we investigate the problem of keeping track of both the concrete Euler diagram and the abstract Euler
diagram. That is, given a concrete diagram d, comprising a collection of curves C(d), compute the collection of abstract
zones Z(d) for C(d) and also eﬃciently update this collection upon the addition/removal of curves to/from C(d). After
some preliminaries in Section 2 and some basic results required in Section 3, we ﬁrst present the usual naive solution
in Section 4 and then our eﬃcient solution in Section 5. Their complexity is analysed and compared in Section 5.3, and
conclusions presented in Section 6.
Related work on arrangements
A closely related study is the problem of computing the arrangements of Jordan curves in the plane [11] where, given a
set of curves in the plane, the plane is partitioned into vertices, which are the intersection points of curves; edges, which are
the connected components of these curves minus the vertices; and faces, which are the maximal connected, open sets, of
the complement of the curves. The main results of [11] are based on the following (rephrased) result: Let C be a collection
of closed curves in the plane such that: i) each intersection point involves exactly two curves crossing transversely; and
ii) each pair of curves intersect in at most s points. For each curve A /∈ C such that C ∪ A is wellformed (cf. Section 2),
the maximum number of edges in the faces of C that are crossed by A is O (λs+2(|C|), where λs(n) is the so-called (n, s)
Davenport–Schinzel sequence [1] which is characterised as being almost linear in n for each ﬁxed s. This result is generalised
in [10] for d-dimensional space.
It may appear that, given a collection of curves C(d) deﬁning a concrete Euler diagram d, the computation of an abstract
diagram for d is easily reducible to the problem of the computation of the arrangement for C(d). However, there are several
signiﬁcant differences, especially if one considers the on-line problem, such as:
– the computation of vertices, edges and faces is not suﬃcient to determine the abstraction of a given concrete diagram.
In particular, for each face we would need to compute the set of curves describing the zone, which is not so easy to do
in general as one would need to compare each face with each of the curves;
– the computation of vertices, edges and faces is not necessary in our domain speciﬁc setting, and in fact it is not
desirable. First of all since we are not interested in computing faces, our results are not inﬂuenced by the Davenport–
Schinzel sequence. Moreover, faces are extremely complicated to store eﬃciently. Indeed, in [11] the authors state that
the faces could be maintained by using a circular, ordered list of the vertices of their boundary. However this approach
requires several elaborate and complicated techniques (i.e. Jordan sorting [24]) which make the implementation of
this strategy rather impractical. On the other hand, our domain speciﬁc approach is easy to implement. This has been
demonstrated by the development of a user interface for resource management that utilised an initial implementation
of our approach [6];
– we are proposing a set of procedures which compute the abstraction of wellformed Euler diagrams (cf. Section 2)
which check at run/draw time whether the current diagram is wellformed or not. In particular our algorithms are able
to recognise disconnected zones (that is, faces that are described by the same set of curves);
– we adopt an “online” approach in which diagrams are viewed as a sequence of curve additions and removals. For
example, Fig. 1 shows the on-line execution of 4 operations (addition or removal of a curve) starting from an empty
diagram. Note that other operations such as translation or resizing of a curve can easily be simulated by the addition
and removal operations, and so the algorithms will be applicable in a wider context.
In [6] we presented the design and the implementation, in Java, of a library, called EulerVC, which realises the concepts
and algorithms discussed here, although only an informal description of the algorithm was presented. By using this library
we developed an application, presented in [6] to interactively handle Euler diagrams for the purposes of resource manage-
ment (allowing users to interactively draw and modify Euler diagrams which permit the storage and retrieval of internet
bookmarks, for instance). In this work, we provide the formal algorithms, together with their complexity analysis.
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Fig. 2. An example of a wellformed Euler diagram containing 4 curves and 6 zones.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we review some basic deﬁnitions and terminology (see [19,27] for more details about the Euler diagram
formalisms). Firstly, we introduce notation related to curves in the plane.
Deﬁnition 1. Let C be a collection of simple closed curves in the plane such that:
(i) each intersection point involves exactly two curves crossing transversely; and
(ii) each pair of curves intersect in at most s points, for some constant s.
Then the complement of the curves in the plane, denoted C , decomposes into non-empty, maximal, connected, open sets,
called minimal regions. A concrete zone z is a union of minimal regions which is determined by being inside a set of curves
Xz ⊆ C and outside C − Xz . The containing set of curves, Xz , is called the zone descriptor for z.
Deﬁnition 2. A concrete Euler Diagram (ED) is a pair2 d = 〈C(d), Z(d)〉 where:
1. C(d) is a set of curves,3 in the plane, which intersect in a ﬁnite number of points.
2. Z(d) is the collection of concrete zones z. Formally,
z =
( ⋂
ci∈Xz
int(ci)
)
∩
( ⋂
c j∈C(d)−Xz
ext(c j)
)
,
for each Xz ⊆ C(d), provided this region is non-empty. Here int(c) and ext(c) denote the interior and the exterior of c,
respectively.
Fig. 2 shows a concrete ED d = 〈C(d), Z(d)〉 with 4 curves named A, B , C , D , and 6 zones described by: ∅, {A}, {A, B},
{A, D}, {C}, {D}. Each of the zones is described by its zone descriptor (i.e. the set of its containing curves). For example, the
zone descriptor {A, D} describes the zone int(A) ∩ int(D) ∩ ext(B) ∩ ext(C). Notice that the zone which is exterior to all the
curves, called the outer zone or the Universe, is described by ∅.
Throughout this paper, we will write • instead of •(d) when the value of d is clear from the context.
A formal deﬁnition of an abstract diagram is given below, and so the problem of computing the abstract diagram from a
concrete diagram can now be understood. We note that given a concrete diagram, this amounts to simply the computation
of the set of all zones descriptors of the diagram and this is what we will compute and track in the algorithms we develop.
2 The zone set is included in the deﬁnition by tradition, although it is derivable from the curve set.
3 In some works these are required to be labelled but this is unnecessary for our purposes.
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Deﬁnition 3. An abstract Euler Diagram (ED) is a pair: d = 〈L(d), Z(d)〉 where L(d) is a set of labels and Z is a subset of
P(L), the power set of L(d), called the abstract zone set of d.
If there is a bijection between the curves of concrete diagram d and the labels of an abstract diagram d′ that induces a
bijection between the concrete zones of d and the abstract zones of d′ , then d is a realisation of d′ , or d′ is the abstraction
of d.
Wellformedness conditions. Topological and geometric conditions that are placed on concrete Euler diagrams are often called
wellformedness conditions. These are typically enforced with the aim of reducing the potential of errors in comprehension
of users, especially novices. The set of wellformedness conditions we adopt are:
WF1 Curves can only intersect transversely; that is curves cannot meet tangentially.
WF2 Intersection points can only have multiplicity 2; that is at most two curves can intersect at any given point.
WF3 Zones are connected; that is each zone corresponds to a minimal regions.
These conditions, as used in [19], are commonly enforced, but in some applications individual conditions are relaxed.
From left to right, Fig. 3 shows three non-wellformed EDs with: two curves intersecting tangentially; three curves intersect-
ing in a single point of multiplicity 3 (sometimes called a triple point); a disconnected zone, shown shaded.
Now, since we wish to consider applications involving natural operations on wellformed Euler diagrams such as adding
and removing curves, and we wish to preserve the wellformedness of the diagrams upon such transformations, it makes
sense to restrict to the class of reducible Euler diagrams (reducible Venn diagrams are deﬁned in [35]).
Deﬁnition 4. Let d = 〈C, Z〉 be a wellformed Euler diagram where C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn}. Then d is said to be reducible iff
there exists a permutation π ∈ Sn such that all of the following n diagrams are wellformed:
d1 =
〈{Cπ1}, Z1〉,
d2 =
〈{Cπ1 ,Cπ2}, Z2〉,
...
dn−1 =
〈{Cπ1 ,Cπ2 , . . . ,Cπn−1}, Zn−1〉,
dn = d = 〈C, Z〉,
where πi denotes π(i) ∈ {1, . . . ,n}.
However, there exist Euler diagrams which are not reducible (i.e. cannot be constructed as a sequence of curve additions
keeping a wellformed diagram at each step) but can be constructed via a sequence of additions and removals of curves,
always keeping a wellformed diagram at each step. For instance, the example of the symmetric Venn(5) which is drawn
with ellipses is irreducible [35] but it can be constructed via a sequence of additions and removals of curves. We will call
this broader class of diagrams weakly reducible Euler diagrams. Let d = 〈C, Z〉, then d+ A and d− B denotes respectively the
addition of a curve A /∈ C to d and the removal of a curve B ∈ C .
Deﬁnition 5. Let d = 〈C, Z〉 be a wellformed Euler diagram. Then d is said to be weakly reducible if there exists a ﬁnite
sequence of wellformed Euler diagrams d0 = 〈∅, {∅}〉,d1, . . . ,dm−1,dm = d such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we have either
di = di−1 + Ai or di = di−1 − Ai .
So any weakly reducible Euler diagram can be viewed as a sequence of additions of curves, keeping a wellformed diagram
at each step.
3. Basic results
In this section we relate properties of the curves (such as their intersections) and properties of the regions bounded by
those curves (e.g. the intersections of the interiors of the regions bounded by the curves).
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Deﬁnition 6. Let d = 〈C, Z〉 be a concrete Euler diagram and A a curve. Let
1. Over(A) be the set of curves in C which properly overlap with A (that is Over(A) = {C ∈ C such that A ∩ C = ∅});
2. Cont(A) be the set of curves in C which properly contain A (that is Cont(A) = {C ∈ C such that C /∈ Over(A) and
int(A) ∩ int(C) = int(A)});
3. Inter(A) be the set of O (|C|) intersection points between A and any curve in C .
For instance, in Fig. 2(a) we have Over(A) = {D}, Cont(A) = ∅ and Inter(A) contains the two intersection points between
A and D .
We assume that, given two curves A and B of an Euler diagram, we can quickly ﬁnd:
1. the relationships between A and B; that is whether A and B overlaps or one contains the other;
2. their intersection points if A and B properly overlap;
3. the relationship between any given point x ∈ R2 and A; that is whether x belongs to A, int(A) or ext(A).
For example, in the case that each curve is a simple geometric shape, such as a circle or an ellipse, these computations
reduce to solving a system of two quadratic equations (1 and 2) and a quadratic equation (3), which can be computed very
quickly (with different methods having different time/precision tradeoffs).
Deﬁnition 7. Let d = 〈C, Z〉 be a wellformed Euler diagram. Then an intersection point of d is a point of intersection of the
curves in C. The number of intersection points of d is denoted by ip(d). The set of curves in d can be partitioned into the
connected components of d (i.e. the maximal sets of intersecting curves). We denote the number of these components as
cc(d).
Since one of the goals of our algorithm is to be able to check the wellformedness of a given diagram and its wellformed-
ness after the addition of a new curve or the removal of one of its curves, in the following we present a simple algorithm for
checking the wellformedness of a diagram at drawing time (so we can highlight this information for a user, for instance).
The preservation of ﬁrst two wellformed conditions (WF1, WF2) upon curve addition or removal is easily checked: each
intersection of the new curve with existing curves should create a transverse crossing intersection point (WF1) which is
different from the existing intersection points (WF2). The main diﬃculty is the recognition of disconnected zones (WF3).
We relate the number of zones of a wellformed Euler diagram d to the number of intersection points of d and to the
number of connected components of d. Fig. 4 shows three examples of Euler diagrams with different numbers of connected
components.
Theorem 1. Let d = 〈C, Z〉 be obtained by adding or removing a curve from a weakly reducible Euler diagram. If d satisﬁes WF1 and
WF2 then d is wellformed iff |Z| = ip(d) + cc(d) + 1.
Proof. First, suppose d is connected (so cc(d) = 1). If d consists of a single curve then we have 2 regions, ip(d) = 0, and so
the result holds.
If d consists of more than one curve then we can view d as a graph with vertices at the intersection points (called
the graph of the diagram in [3]). Since d satisﬁes WF2 then each vertex has degree 4. Since every edge is incident with 2
vertices, we have that the number of edges, e = 4·ip(d)2 = 2 · ip(d). Furthermore, by Euler’s formula we have v − e + f = 2,
where f is the number of faces which corresponds to |Z| (the number of minimal regions in the diagram) whenever d
satisﬁes WF3, v = ip(d) and so, f = 2− ip(d) + 2 · ip(d) = 1+ ip(d) + cc(d) as required.
Now suppose that d is disconnected. Then the application of the above argument to each connected component yields
the correct result for the individual components. However, when considering the disjoint union of any two non-single curve
components we will have double-counted exactly one face. More explicitly, suppose that one such component C ′ , viewed
as a graph, has f ′ regions and v ′ vertices, so f ′ = 1 + v ′ + 1, and component C ′′ has f ′′ regions and v ′′ vertices, so
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Input: An Euler diagram d = 〈C, Z〉; a curve A such that A /∈ C; XZ , the set of zone descriptors for d.
Output: XZ ′ , the set of zone descriptors for d′ = d ∪ A = 〈C ∪ {A}, Z ′〉.
XZ ′ := XZ ; // The list of zone descriptors of d which will be updated by comparing with the new curve A1
forall zone descriptors Xz in XZ do2
T emp := Xz ∪ {A}3
XZ ′ := XZ ′ ∪ {T emp}4
end5
forall zone descriptors Xz in XZ ′ do6
Let z be the set of zones described by Xz7
if CheckZone(z) = false then // Check whether the zone z, described by Xz , is present or not in d′8
remove Xz from XZ ′9
end10
end11
return XZ ′12
f ′′ = 1+ v ′′ + 1. Then C ′ unionsq C ′′ has f ′ + f ′′ − 1 = 1+ v ′ + 1+ 1+ v ′′ + 1− 1 = 1+ v ′ + v ′′ + 2 regions, as required. Finally,
we note that taking the disjoint union with any single-curve component effectively adds 1 region so that such an addition
preserves the required relation. The result follows. 
4. A naive algorithm for the on-line computation of the zone set
We present a naive algorithm that provides a solution to the problem of computing the zone set in an on-line fashion. It
will be used as a baseline for comparison with the eﬃcient algorithm introduced in Section 5. In the following we use the
notation ‘:=’ to mean set assignment (i.e. X := Y means assign the set Y to the variable X ).
The naive algorithm (Algorithm 1) implements the following idea.4 When a new curve A is added to a given diagram d =
〈C, Z〉, for which we know the zone descriptors, it prepares a list of new candidate zone descriptors for d′ (by duplicating
the set of zone descriptors XZ and adding A to one half of them), which is d with A added, and then for each of these it
checks whether the described zone is actually present in d′ . The check on the existence of a zone is achieved by the function
CheckZone which depends on the properties of the curves that are present in the diagram. For example, if all of the curves
are circles or ellipses then every zone in the diagram corresponds to the solution of a speciﬁc system of |C| inequalities,
and every new curve just adds another equation to the system. It is worth noting that in case the sets are deﬁned by using
polygons, that is connected segments, the intersections can be computed by using one of the methods presented in [33].
Even in this less general scenario, the time complexity to compute the intersections is, at least, linear in the number of
segments used to represent all the sets in the diagram.
For all the cases above, the function CheckZone requires a signiﬁcant amount of time, clearly non-constant with respect
the number of curve present in d. Let f (|C|) denote the time taken by the function CheckZone. Then the complexity of the
naive algorithm is easily calculated as O ( f (|C|) · |Z|).
5. An eﬃcient zones computation strategy
In this section we present a novel methodology, which eﬃciently computes the zones present in a weakly reducible
wellformed diagram. We aim to solve the following problems: given a wellformed Euler diagram d = 〈C, Z〉 with A ∈ C and
B /∈ C such that d+ A and d− B are wellformed, compute the collection of zone descriptors for d+ A and d− B . Indeed by
solving such problems we will be able to ﬁnd the collection of abstract zones associated to each concrete weakly reducible
Euler diagram.
Deﬁnition 8. Let d = 〈C, Z〉 be a wellformed concrete Euler diagram and let A /∈ C a curve, then:
– each zone z ∈ Z that is completely covered by A, i.e. z ⊂ int(A), is called a covered zone;
– each zone that is partially covered by A (i.e. z intersects both int(A) and ext(A) non-trivially) is called a split zone.
In this last case we say that z is split by A into two zones z′ = z ∩ int(A) and z′′ = z ∩ ext(A). Let Zc ⊆ Z denote the set of
covered zone, let Zs ⊆ Z denote the set of split zones and let Zn ⊆ Z denote the set of new zones (the portions of the split
zones that are covered by A, i.e., the zones z′ above).
We denote with XZc , XZs and XZn respectively the set of covered zones, split zones and new zones zone descriptors.
4 The most naive version would in fact just check for the presence of all 2n zones but this is unnecessarily bad.
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The key observation is that for curve additions and removals that preserve the wellformedness conditions the effect
on the abstract diagram can be easily determined by computing the set of zones that are split by A (i.e., Zs) and the set
of zones that are covered by A (i.e., Zc); that is this enables the computation of set of zone descriptors for the resulting
diagram d′ . In particular:
– By analysing the intersection points generated by A (i.e., points in Inter(A)) one can identify Zs and the corresponding
Zn;
– Moreover, each zone of d can be represented using a single marked point, suitably chosen. These points and their
associations to zones can be quickly updated upon the addition or removal of curves, and so one can use them to
quickly compute Zc .
We introduce in [6] the new concept of marked Euler Diagrams, which are Euler diagrams together with a distinguished
set of points which mark the zones of the diagram. This enables the tracking of the zone set via this set of marked points
and is a fundamental concept utilised in our zone computation algorithm.
Deﬁnition 9. Let d = 〈C, Z〉 be a weakly reducible Euler diagram. We say d is a marked Euler diagram if there is an injective
function m : Z → R2, called a marking function, such that:
1. if z is the Universe (that is Xz = {∅}) then m(z) ∈⋂c j∈C ext(c j)5;
2. otherwise m(z) ∈ cl(z), the closure in R2 of the open region z.
For each zone z ∈ Z , the image m(z)6 is called a marked point.
In Figs. 5, 6 and 7 all of the arrowed-dots indicate marked points. The arrow indicates the zone marked by the marked
point. The idea is that we have a unique marked point associated with each zone of the diagram. For all zones, except the
outside zone, these marked points are points on the curves (the boundaries of the zones). The marked points are used to
quickly check whether a zone which is not split by a new curve A is covered by A (in time constant with respect to the
number of curves present in the diagram).
A side effect of our strategy is that we need to update the marked points and their associations to zones upon the
addition or the removal of curves so that we retain a marked Euler diagram. By Theorem 1 we know that the number of
marked points required for a given weakly reducible diagram is equal to the number of intersection points of d plus the
number of connected components plus the marked point for the Universe. In particular, using our strategy we will have
that for each connected component di , for i = 1, . . . , cc(d), of a given diagram d, its zones are marked by the intersection
points of di plus one point which belongs to the boundary of one of the curves in di .
The idea will be to consider any weakly reducible diagram as a sequence of additions/removals of curves. For each curve
added which forms a new component we can add a marked point anywhere on the curve, and for each curve added that
does not form a new component we can use the points generated by the new curve as marked points. Theorem 1 tell us
that we have enough marked points to record the zone set. The clever management of these marked points is what enables
an eﬃcient algorithm to be produced.
Let us consider now the addition of a new curve to a given diagram (the following arguments apply also for curve
removal). The method we use involves updating the zone set descriptors upon the addition of new curves to the diagram,
and hence upon the updating of the marked points. On the left of Fig. 5(a) we have a zone z (bounded by a curve C in
this instance) having marked point m(z). On the right-hand side of Fig. 5(a) we have the same diagram after the addition
of another curve A, which has split the zone z into two zones, depicted as z′ = z ∩ int(A) and z′′ = z ∩ ext(A). It also shows
the update of the marked points upon the addition of A. Notice that z and z′′ have the same zone descriptor, while the
zone descriptor for z′ is easily obtained by adding A to the zone descriptor of z (i.e., Xz′′ = Xz and Xz′ = Xz ∪ {A}). For this
reason we will refer to z′ as the new zone generated by A (that is z′ ∈ Zn) and to z′′ as the old zone. With reference to the
ﬁgure, we will use the following method to automatically update marked points after the addition of a new curve A that
intersects ∂(z), where x is an intersection point between A and ∂(z) (the boundary of z):
1. If m(z) ∈ int(A), then m(z) is assigned to z′ and x is assigned to z′′ , as shown in Fig. 5(a). That is, the marked point
for zone z before the addition becomes the marked point for zone z′ after the addition of A and a new marked point
x, generated by A, is used to mark zone z′′ . We will refer to this operation as a swapping; an existing marked point is
reassigned to a newly created zone while the old zone is marked by a new point.
5 This part could be removed if we formalised the diagrams as containing a bounding box as a curve and then the marked point for the outside zone
would be on this bounding box.
6 Sometimes we refer to m(z) as xz .point to emphasise the fact that it is a point that marks a zone z described by Xz .
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2. If m(z) /∈ int(A), then m(z) is assigned to z′′ and x is assigned to z′ , as shown in Fig. 5(b). That is, the marked point for
zone z before the addition remains unchanged (that is, it now marks z′′), and the point x generated by A is used as the
marked point for the new zone z′′ .
Analogously our algorithm performs one of the two step above for each other intersection point in Inter(A). In this
particular case the remaining new zone v having zone descriptor {A} is marked by the remaining intersection point between
A and the boundary of z, dubbed m(v).
Remark 1. When viewing a diagram d as a sequence of curve additions, the choice of ordering of the curves can give
rise to different marked point associations. Anyway, this does not preclude either the correctness or the eﬃciency of our
algorithms.
Given a wellformed reducible diagram d = 〈C, Z〉 and a curve A such that A /∈ C (resp. B such that B ∈ C ) and d′ = d+ A
(resp. d′ = d− A) is wellformed, Algorithm NewCurveZoneComputation (resp. DeleteCurveZoneComputation), analyses the
relationships between the curve A (resp. B), the curves in C and the marked points associated to the zones in Z , in order
to compute the new collection of zone descriptors associated to d′ . This algorithm also updates the marked points set
consistently. These results are synthesized by the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let d = 〈C, Z〉 be a wellformed Euler diagram. Then
(i) If A /∈ C and d+A is wellformed, then the procedure NewCurveZoneComputation(d, A) computes the new collection of zone
descriptors for the zones Z ′ of d′ = 〈C ∪ A, Z ′〉.
(ii) If B ∈ C and d−B is wellformed, then the procedure DeleteCurveZoneComputation(d, B) computes the new collection of zone
descriptors for the zones Z ′ of d′ = 〈C − B, Z ′〉.
Moreover, both procedures compute, for each zone z ∈ Z ′ − {outer zone}, the marked point m(z) such that m(z) belongs to cl(z), and
they have running time O (|Z| + |C| log |C|).
Remark 2. We only give details of the case when a new curve is added to an Euler diagram d, showing the strategy which
provides the sets Zs and Zc . However, the ideas easily extend to the case of removal of a curve A which belongs to d (using
the sets Zs and Zc one can easily update the collection of zone descriptors associated to the resulting diagram d − {A}).
5.2. Some illustrative examples
Before showing the formal description of our solution, we describe it informally, through some examples.
The ﬁrst example, depicted in Fig. 6, shows a Venn4 diagram generated through a sequence of four curve additions,
starting from an empty diagram. In the following, we refer to diagrams d1,d2,d3 and d4 for the diagrams with 1, 2, 3 and
4 curves respectively, depicted in the Fig. 6. When the ﬁrst curve A is added (cf. Fig. 6(a)) there are no intersection points.
In this case the new curve generates exactly one new zone (described by {A}), which is obtained splitting the Universe.
Speciﬁcally, d1 has 1 curve A and 2 zones described by ∅ and {A}. The new zone’s marked point is chosen as an arbitrary
point on the curve A. The second curve B intersects the diagram d1 in two points, x0 and x1 and generates two new
zones (cf. Fig. 6(b)). The new zones are obtained by splitting both the zones described by {A} and ∅ (the Universe) in d1
(that is, XZs = {{A},∅} and XZn = {{A, B}, {B}} where XZs and XZn respectively represent the collection of zone descriptors
of the split zones and the collection of zone descriptors of the new zones). Speciﬁcally, d2 has 2 curves A and B and
4 zones described by ∅, {A}, {B} and {A, B}. Marked points associated to the new zones are easily computed using the
method described in Section 5.1; in this particular case they correspond with the intersection points, x0 and x1 between
A and B . Either of the two intersection points x0 and x1 can mark either of the zones described respectively by {A, B},
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empty diagram, the marked point for the curve A is chosen arbitrarily on the curve; (b) A new curve B is added generating two intersection points
x0, x1 and two new zones. Each intersection point is then used as marked point for a new zone; (c) A new curve C is added generating four intersection
points y0, y1, y2, y3 and four new zones. In this case the marked points association has been obtained using also the swapping operation (cf. Section 5.1);
(d) A new curve D is added generating a Venn4 diagram.
{B} but x0 is chosen to mark {A, B} and x1 is chosen to mark {B} here. The third curve C intersects the diagram d2 in
four points, y0, y1, y2 and y3, and generates four new zones (cf. Fig. 6(c)). In this case XZs = {∅, {A}, {A, B}, {B}} and
XZn = {{C}, {A,C}, {A, B,C}, {B,C}}. Moreover, applying the method described in Section 5.1 we remark that in this case a
swapping operation is performed. In particular, the marked point x1, previously assigned to an old zone (described by {B}
in d2), is assigned to a new zone (described by {B,C} in d3) and accordingly the intersection point y0, between C and d2,
is assigned to the zone previously marked with x1. Finally, the Venn4 diagram (cf. Fig. 6(d)) is obtained by adding to d3 a
curve which generates exactly 8 new zones and consequently 8 intersection points.
The second example, depicted in Fig. 7, shows three signiﬁcant cases. The starting diagram d′4 is obtained adding a new
curve D to the diagram d3 in Fig. 6(c) (cf. Fig. 7(a)). The ﬁrst case depicted in Fig. 7(b) shows what happens when a new
curve E , which does not intersect any other curve in d′4 is added generating d′5. The curve E belongs to a new connected
component, splits the zone in d′4 described by the set Cont(E) = {C, D} and generates a new zone, described by the set
Cont(E) ∪ {E} in d′ . In a manner similar to that of the ﬁrst curve of a diagram, the new zone marked point is chosen as5
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of d′4; the zone described by {C, D} is split into two zones in d′5. (c) The diagram d′′5: The curve E intersects several curves of d′4: the set Zs of split zones
and the set Zc of zones covered by E in d′4 need to be identiﬁed. (d) An example of curve removal: The curve E is removed from d′5.
an arbitrary point on the curve E . Alternatively, if the curve E intersects the diagram d′4 in several points generating d′′5 (cf.
Fig. 7(c)). This case shows that not only do we need to identify the set of split zones Zs and the corresponding set of new
zones Zn , but we also need to identify the set of zones Zc which are in the interior of E (i.e. which are covered by E). In
this case we have XZc = {{A, B,C, D}, {A,C, D}} where XZc denotes the collection of zone descriptors of the covered zones.
These zones can be identiﬁed using their marked points. Finally, Fig. 7(d) depicts an example of curve removal. Speciﬁcally
the curve C is removed from the diagram d′5. This example shows that the removal operation can be easily obtained by
considering the curve to be removed as the last curve added to the diagram. Hence we can perform a curve removal by
doing the same operation for a curve addition but in reverse order (rollback).
5.3. Formal description and proofs
In this section we provide the formal algorithms and complexity analysis. In order to provide a clear exposition, we will
present Algorithm 3, called NewCurveZoneComputation as a sequence of 4 steps: Compute A’s relationship with d; Compute
split zones; Updated marked points; Compute covered zones.
5.3.1. Compute A’s relationship with d
Algorithm 2, called ComputeCurveRelationships, computes the relationship between each curve B ∈ C and the new
curve A to be added to d. Using Deﬁnition 6, one can easily prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Given a collection of curves C and a curve A the procedure ComputeCurveRelationships computes Cont(A), Over(A) and
Inter(A). Moreover, for each point in x ∈ Inter(A), x keeps a reference to the curve which, intersecting A, generates it.
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Input: A wellformed Euler diagram d = 〈C, Z〉; a curve A not present in C.
Output: Computes the sets Cont(A), Over(A) and Inter(A). Each point in Inter(A) keeps a reference to the curve which, intersecting A, generates it.
Cont(A) := Over(A) := Inter(A) := ∅1
forall B ∈ C do2
if B properly contains A then3
Cont(A) := Cont(A) ∪ {B}4
else5
if A and B properly overlap then6
Over(A) := Over(A) ∪ {B}7
let XB = {x0, x1, . . . , xm−1} be the set of intersection points between curves A and B8
forall x ∈ XB do9
x.genCurve := B; // each point keeps a reference to the curve which, intersecting A, generates it10
Inter(A) := Inter(A) ∪ {x}11
end12
end13
end14
end15
return (Cont(A),Over(A), Inter(A))16
5.3.2. Compute split zones
This phase, described by lines 2–10 of Algorithm NewCurveZoneComputation, aims to compute the set of zones that are
split by A (i.e., Zs) and the corresponding set of zones that are covered by A (i.e., Zc). There are two cases (i) if Over(A) = ∅,
and (ii) if it is not empty.
Case (i): There are no intersections created by the addition of A so A belongs to a new connected component. Since A
does not intersect with any other curve of C , A splits only the zone z having zone descriptor Xz = Cont(A); see curve E in
Fig. 7(b). Hence, a new zone z′ , having zone descriptor Xz′ = Cont(A) ∪ {A}, is added to Zn (the collection of new zones),
which represents the region of z which is in the interior of A. Furthermore the zone z′′ = z∩ int(A) (having zone descriptor
Xz′′ = Xz = Cont(A)) is added to Zs (the collection of split zones). The new zone’s marked point m(z′) = Xz′ .point is an
arbitrarily chosen point in A (lines 3–7). Notice that when A is not contained in any B ∈ C (that is, Cont(A) = ∅), the split
zone z is the Universe and the new zone z′ has zone descriptor {A}.
Case (ii): The curve A splits several zones (see Fig. 7(c)). In this case Algorithm 4, called ComputeSplitZones computes XZs ,
the collection of zone descriptors of the split zones and the corresponding XZn , the collection of zone descriptors of the
new zones. The algorithm ComputeSplitZones exploits the following observation in order to quickly compute the zone
descriptors for the zones split by A.
Observation 1. Let {x0, x1, . . . , xm−1} be all of the intersection points that we meet as we traverse the curve A from an arbitrary point
on A.
(i) For each i = 0, . . . ,m − 1 each arc (xi, xi+1 mod m) splits exactly one zone (note that two arcs can split the same zone but one arc
cannot split more than one zone) of d.
(ii) Moreover two consecutive arcs (xi, xi+1 mod m) and (xi+1 mod m, xi+2 mod m) split two zones such that their zone descriptors differ
by exactly one curve (the curve that intersects with A generating the intersection point xi+1 mod m).
The points in Inter(A) partition the curve A into a set of m arcs. The rationale is to determine all of the zones split
by one such arc. The arcs are analysed in the sequence they are met as one traverses the curve (line 1). Formally, let
{x0, x1, . . . , xm−1} be all of the intersection points that we meet as we traverse the curve A clockwise from an arbitrary
point on A. For each i = 0, . . . ,m− 1 each arc (xi, xi+1 mod m) splits exactly one zone. The procedure computes for each arc
(xi, xi+1 mod m) the set xi .zone which corresponds to the zone descriptor of the zone split by the arc (xi, xi+1 mod m).
Let x01 be an arbitrary point on the arc (x0, x1). The algorithm computes the zone descriptor x0.zone of the zone split
by the arc (x0, x1) by checking the set of curves which x01 belongs to. First, since, by deﬁnition, each curve C ∈ Cont(A)
properly contains A and therefore also x01, all the curves in Cont(A) are added to x0.zone. Then, for each curve B ∈ Over(A),
the algorithm checks whether x01 ∈ int(B) or not (line 4–8) and accordingly updates x0.zone.
Each successive zone descriptor is calculated (cf. Observation 1) by computing the difference with respect to the previ-
ously computed zone. For each i = 1, . . . ,m−1, the zone descriptor xi .zone of the zone split by the arc (xi, xi+1) is computed
using the set xi−1.zone and the curve G which, intersecting A, has generated the point xi . That is, if G belongs to xi−1.zone,
then xi .zone is obtained by removing G from xi−1.zone, otherwise xi .zone is obtained by adding G to xi−1.zone (lines 9–16).
Remark 3. Notice that we could also compute the zone split by each arc (xi, xi+1 mod m) using the same strategy adopted for
the arc (x0, x1). In that case we do not need to order the points in Inter(A). On the other hand, using this naive approach
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Input: A wellformed Euler diagram d = 〈C, Z〉; a curve A such that A /∈ C and d ∪ A is wellformed; XZ , the set of zone descriptors for d.
Output: XZ ′ , the collection of zone descriptors of d′ = 〈C ∪ {A}, Z ′〉.
(Cont(A),Over(A), Inter(A)) := ComputeCurveRelationships(d, A)1
if Over(A) = ∅ then // A does not properly overlap any curve present in C2
Xz := Cont(A); // z is the split zone described by the curves in Cont(A)3
Xz′ := Cont(A) ∪ {A}; // z′ is the new zone generated by A4
Xz′ .point := an arbitrary point on A5
XZs := XZs ∪ {Xz}; // XZs is the collection of zone descriptors of the split zones6
XZn := XZn ∪ {Xz′ }; // XZn is the collection of zone descriptors of the new zones7
else8
(XZs , XZn ) := ComputeSplitZones(A,Cont(A),Over(A), Inter(A))9
end10
if d + A is wellformed then // wellformedness check11
forall Xz ∈ XZ − XZs do // for each non-split zone12
if Xz .point ∈ int(A) then // if z is covered by A; z ∈ Zc13
Xz := Xz ∪ {A}; // Xz is updated14
end15
end16
XZ ′ := XZ ∪ XZn ; // XZ ′ contains the collection of zone descriptors of d′17
return (XZ ′ )18
else19
return (XZ ); // The curve A is discarded20
end21
Algorithm 4: ComputeSplitZones(A,Cont(A),Over(A), Inter(A))
Input: The new curve A; the sets Cont(A), Over(A) and Inter(A).
Output: XZs and XZn , the collection of zone descriptors of the zones split by A and the corresponding set of new zones.
Sort points in Inter(A) along the curve and let (x0, x1, . . . , xm−1) be the sorting1
x0.zone := Cont(A)2
x01 := any point on the arc (x0, x1)3
forall B ∈ Over(A) do // Computing the zone descriptor for the zone split by (x0, x1)4
if x01 ∈ int(B) then5
x0.zone := x0.zone ∪ {B}6
end7
end8
forall i = 1,2, . . . ,m − 1 do // Computing the zone descriptor for the zones split by the arcs (x1, x2), . . . , (xm−1, x0)9
G := xi .genCurve; // G is the collection of curves which pass through xi10
if C ∈ xi−1.zone then11
xi .zone := xi−1.zone − {G}12
else13
xi .zone := xi−1.zone ∪ {G}14
end15
end16
forall x ∈ Inter(A) do17
Xz := x.zone; // z is split by A18
Xz′ := x.zone ∪ {A}; // z′ is the new zone19
if Xz .point ∈ int(A) then // the points need to be swapped20
Xz′ .point := Xz .point21
Xz .point := x22
else23
Xz′ .point := x24
end25
XZs := XZs ∪ {Xz}; // XZs is the collection of zone descriptors of the split zones26
XZn := XZn ∪ {Xz′ }; // XZn is the collection of zone descriptors of the new zones27
end28
return (XZs , XZn )29
the complexity of lines (9–16) become larger. Assuming that we are able to check if a point x is inside a generic curve A,
in constant time and that we use an eﬃcient data structure for set representation, our approach requires only O (|C| log |C|)
steps to compute the zone descriptors of the zones split by arcs (xi, xi+1 mod m) for i = 0,1, . . . ,m − 1.
Fig. 8 shows a schematic example where the curve A has been added to d creating 6 new intersection points (shown
with circles). Arbitrarily choosing the bottom left of these as x0, we compute x0.zone as {C, D, F }, where the curves D and F
properly contain A and therefore x01 and the curve C contains x01. In the table of the ﬁgure the ‘>’ and ‘<’ symbols indicate
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starting point on A we traverse A clockwise and order the generated points accordingly. Checking each generated point against the curves that contain or
intersect A determines how we update the markings of the diagram.
the curve that is involved in the intersection with the new curve A (entering or leaving the region bounded by the curve,
respectively). For instance, since E (the second curve that is met whilst traversing the curve A) is not in x0.zone, we compute
x1.zone as x0.zone ∪ {E}. On the other hand, when we compute x3.zone, since C is already in x2.zone, x3.zone is obtained
by removing C (i.e. x3.zone := x2.zone − {C}). The zone descriptors of the other zones (i.e., xi .zone for i = 1, . . . ,m − 1) are
computed similarly.
Lemma 2. The zone descriptors of the zones associated to each point x ∈ Inter(A) corresponds to the set of zones split by A.
Proof. According to Observation 1, each arc (xi, xi+1 mod m) splits one zone.
We will show that for each i = 0, . . . ,m − 1, the zone split by the arc (xi, xi+1 mod m) has zone descriptor xi .zone. By
induction on i:
Base (i = 0). By construction the set x0.zone is the zone descriptor of the zone split by the arc (x0, x1).
Inductive step. Assume that the zone split by (xi−1, xi) has zone descriptor xi−1.zone. Since the diagram d is wellformed
we have that two consecutive arcs, (xi−1, xi) and (xi, xi+1 mod m), are separated by exactly one curve G . Hence, the zone
descriptors of curves which describe two contiguous zones differs by exactly the curve G (i.e., the curve G which A intersects
generating the point xi). Hence, the set xi .zone, which describes the zone split by the arc (xi, xi+1 mod m), is easily obtained
by adding or removing the curve G from xi−1.zone. 
5.3.3. Update marked point
The second part of the procedure ComputeSplitZones (lines 17–28) is devoted to updating the marked points for the
split zones and the corresponding new zones. For each point x ∈ Inter(A) the algorithm computes the set Xz′ which de-
scribes a candidate new zone obtained by splitting a zone z described by Xz = x.zone. Lines (20–25) compute Xz′ .point and
Xz.point. In particular, as described in Section 5.1 (cf. Fig. 5), if the marked point belongs to A (that is if Xz.point ∈ int(A))
then a swapping operation is performed: Xz.point is assigned to the zone z′ (i.e. Xz′ .point := Xz.point) and x (one of the
two intersection point the curve A with the boundary of the zone z) is assigned to z (i.e. Xz.point := x); otherwise Xz.point
remains assigned to z and x is assigned to z′ (i.e. Xz′ .point := x).
Lemma 3. Procedure ComputeSplitZones correctly maintains the invariant that the marked points associated to the zones in Zn and
Zs (except for the outside zone) belong to the closure of the associated zone.
Proof. By Lemma 2 we have that for each x ∈ Inter(A) a new zone z′ , generated by A, is obtained by splitting a zone z ∈ Z
described by Xz = x.zone. Indeed, z is divided into two zones: z′ = z ∩ int(A) and z′′ = z ∩ ext(A). Here Xz′ = x.zone ∪ {A}
and Xz′′ = Xz = x.zone. We have two cases to consider:
Case 1. If the marked point associated to the split zone z belong to int(A) (i.e., Xz.point ∈ int(A)) then that point is assigned
to the new zone z′ (i.e., Xz′ .point := Xz.point). Since Xz.point belongs to cl(z), it must belong to cl(z′). Then we assign the
point x (which is an intersection point between A and cl(z)) to the zone z′′ having zone descriptor Xz (i.e., Xz.point := x).
Trivially, x ∈ cl(z′′).
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zone z′ (i.e. Xz′ .point := x). Trivially, x ∈ cl(z′). 
Finally the Algorithm ComputeSplitZones returns the two sets XZn and XZs .
5.3.4. Compute covered zones
This last phase, described by lines 12–15 of Algorithm NewCurveZoneComputation, aims to compute the set of zones
that are covered by A, updating the identiﬁer of each covered zone. Eventually, line 17, updates the collection of zone
descriptors XZ ′ for d′ , adding the zones description kept in the collection XZn (the new zones).
Proof of Theorem 2. (i) According to Lemma 2 the Algorithm ComputeSplitZones correctly computes the set of split zones.
Moverover, lines 12–17 of Algorithm NewCurveZoneComputation computes the covered zones. In more detail, for each
non-split zone z ∈ Z − Zs, the algorithm checks whether z is a covered zone by checking where the marking point Xz.point
lies. If Xz.point ∈ int(A) then z ∈ Zc and z’s zone descriptor is updated to reﬂect this condition (line 14). Since z is not split
by A and the point associated to z lies within A it can be inferred that the whole zone z lies within A. Alternatively, if the
point Xz.point /∈ int(A) then the whole zone z lies outside A and z’s zone descriptor does not need to be updated. Hence,
the Algorithm NewCurveZoneComputation computes the collection of zone descriptors associated to d′ = d + A.
(ii) By Lemma 3, the procedure ComputeSplitZones correctly maintains the invariant that the marked points associated
to the zones in Zn and Zs (except for the outside zone) belong to the closure of the associated zone. Moreover the marked
points associated to non-split zones are not modiﬁed by Algorithms 1–4 and therefore they remain valid.
Timing. The invocation of procedure ComputeCurveRelationships analyses the relationship between A and each curve in
C , and so takes time O (|C|). Then, if there are no intersection points generated by A (i.e., if Over(A) = ∅) both of the sets
XZn and XZs are computed within O (1) time. Instead, if the curve A generates some intersection points, then the procedure
ComputeSplitZones (lines 1–16) computes the sets XZn and XZs within time O (|C| · log |C|). Indeed, we need O (|C| · log |C|)
steps to order the points intersection points generated by the curve A, O (|C|) step to compute the zone associated to x0
and O (|C| · log |C|) to compute the zones associated to x1, x2, . . . , xm−1. In particular, for each point in {x1, x2, . . . , xm−1} we
need O (log |C|) steps to check whether the generating curve G belongs to the previous zone or not.
Finally the covered zones are computed within time O (|Z|) by analysing the marked point of each non-split zone.
Collectively, then, algorithm NewCurveZoneComputation operates within time O (|Z| + |C| log |C|). 
6. Conclusion
Whilst work on the Euler diagram generation problem (the generation of concrete diagrams from an abstract diagram or
description) has been attempted in the past [3,19,20,42] little or no work has been performed on the other direction. This
may be since for a human the problem might be deemed “intuitively easy”, although as the number of curves increases,
this might not be so easy even for humans; it is also likely to be dependent upon the topological conditions imposed and
geometry of the curves used. However, when thinking about a software system we cannot rely on human intuition and have
to address the computational issues associated with such apparently simple checks. We have provided a completely new
method to solve this problem: we associate a set of marked points with the set of zones and use this to keep track of the
zone set of the diagram. We have provided algorithms to update this set of marked points upon the addition of a new curve.
Therefore, we can compute the zone set for a given diagram by viewing it as a sequence of curves added one at a time.
Also, we can compute the changes in the zone set of one diagram upon the addition of another curve (useful in editing
environments). We have also provided evaluation of this new method by presenting the computational improvements over
a naive implementation.
The applications of this work are widespread, since it can be utilised in any software systems that utilise Euler diagrams
or their extensions. The applications of Euler diagrams and their extensions are steadily growing: they have been used to
display the results of database queries [42], for the representation of genetic set relations [30], as logical systems used in
automated theorem proving environments [27,38] or for precise software speciﬁcation (e.g., constraint diagrams [17,28]).
Any application area for which the system needs to compute the zone set of a concrete diagram can use these algorithms
to improve their eﬃciency. A major beneﬁt comes when considering an interactive Euler diagram setting. For example, the
user may be creating or manipulating these diagrams for some purpose and the system is likely to need to keep track of
the information conveyed, perhaps to be able to check if it is a correct deduction in a logical setting, or to be able to use
the information to compute with and display the results (e.g., a user might be constructing a diagrammatic database query
and want the results displayed, or perhaps even more complex requests such as a set of diagrams to display the changes in
data over a certain time period).
In [15] methods for recognising sets of curves whose removal disconnects a diagram were developed, which facilitates
the decomposition of problems such as the generation problem into smaller sub-problems for diagrams which have such
curves; the integration of these works in the generation area, storing marked points for the diagram pieces to be combined
may be beneﬁcial. Another potential application area is that of diagram generation using restricted geometric shapes. For
example, a user might not mind if the diagram created does not have exactly the correct set of zones (e.g., one can use
G. Cordasco et al. / Computational Geometry 44 (2011) 52–68 67other means such as shading to represent emptiness if necessary), but might really desire to have a diagram drawn with
nice geometric shapes (such as circles or ellipses) which has a zone set close to the desired set. We envisage using the
ideas in this work to assist in quickly computing diagrams with nice geometric shapes and approximately the correct zone
set – for which we can then quickly compute the actual zone set and so indicate to the user what differs from their initial
request, for instance. The question of which Venn diagrams can be drawn using convex regular polygons was previously
addressed in [2].
In the future, we intend to extend the class of diagrams for which we can apply eﬃcient algorithms utilising the marked
points method by relaxing the wellformedness conditions and reducibility. This may be useful when considering expert
users of these notations who are not so prone to the errors of comprehension of novices when wellformedness conditions
are not enforced, but the complexity of the algorithms is likely to increase in the non-wellformed case.
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